sW = i/lIr-)• Series (2) converge for \x\ < » and are useful for computing the y/s when x is small. When x is large, convergence is slow and it is more advantageous to use asymptotic expansions.
If we let x = re'6 and divide the x-plane into 2p sectors by the radial lines 6 = irh/p; h = 0, 1, • • • , 2p -l, then, as Trjitzinsky [8] (1) has shown, there is associated with each of these sectors n independent solutions yß(x) of (1) such that yß(x)'^/All(x) where the asymptotic forms The remaining cm's are determined by formally substituting the expansions (4) into (1) and equating coefficients of successive powers of x to zero. The subscript ¡j. in (4) takes on n successive integral values ranging from -N to P where P = N=(n -l)/2, n odd; and P = n/2 and N = P-Í, n even. These ii-jv between the y/s and ji/s. These constants Z?JM, which change from sector to sector, are the Stokes multipliers. Unless the exact values of these multipliers can be found, the behavior of a given solution, defined by some specific linear combination of the y/s, will be unknown when x is large. In this paper a method is given for computing these multipliers. The author has borrowed heavily from the Wright [9] (2)-Ford [2]-Newsom [6]-Hughes [4] theory of asymptotic expansions. This WFNH-theory does not yield directly the desired uniform asymptotic representation in all cases, nor even the desired forms A^x) when the real part of Y^ is negative. The WFNH-theory is extended to supply the missing information. Theorems II and III contain the chief contributions in this direction, see §9. When m>2 the Stokes multipliers are not all uniquely determined in the 2p sectors previously described ; that is, in such a sector different solutions of (1) may have the same asymptotic expansion. If the sectors are properly enlarged, as will be later described, uniqueness of the multipliers can be restored.
Scheffé [7] computed two of the n multipliers corresponding to each j. The fundamental ideas presented here can be used to calculate multipliers for many other differential equations.
2. Reduction of the analysis to a single sector. Once the Stokes multipliers are known for a particular sector, those for other sectors can be readily computed, as will now be indicated. Suppose that «-independent solutions 5"M of (1) are known and that in sector S: -ir < a g arg (x) ^ ß < t the (7) %{%)~AA*) (ß=-N,---,P)
and that p If this be the case, let x'=xcof where « = exp {2vi/p}, then when * is in S, x' is in S', and
Also for any integer k (10) Ah+n(x) = co»«-"»*Ak(x).
By (9) and (10) A set of w-independent solutions of (1), the yß (x)'s which have the prescribed asymptotic representations Aß(x) in S', can now be specified as follows :
and, if t>0,
yj(x') = co<-m+1^1~n'>'''2yß+r-n(x) when ß = P -r + 1, ■ ■ ■ , P.
As a consequence of (7), (11), and (12)
To obtain corresponding multipliers, first compute the original inverse multipliers cßj by solving system (8) for the yß's, that is,
Next observe that (16) y,{x) « ¿*-*>y&t).
Substituting (16) and (15) and the result into (13) and (14),
y¿ {x') = w~<i-»>"¿ cß+rJu!«-»yi (x') when n= -N, • • • , P-t; and n (18) y"' (*') = co-a-»)(»+D/2X cn^tit**-i>y¿¿) j'-l when ¡j. = P-T+Í, • ■ ■ , P and t>0.
The new inverse multipliers for sector S' are in evidence in (17) and (18) and the desired Stokes multipliers are found by solving (17) and (18) for the yj(x')'s. In this way multipliers for any sector S' can be computed by solving simultaneous linear equations, once the multipliers are known for some particular sector. Hence without loss of generality in the subsequent analysis, restrict the argument of x to a particular sector called the íF-sector, defined by |arg (x)\ ¿irn/2p, «odd; -ir(n+l)/2p¿arg (x)^w(n -l)/2p, n even. Various subsectors of W will also be considered; in particular let the w-sector be defined by |arg (x)| ^ir/p, n odd; and -3ir/2p^arg (x) ^ir/2p, n even. To prove this theorem the behavior of the y/s will be studied not only in w, but also in the larger sector W, so that later uniqueness of asymptotic representation can be investigated.
Begin by solving system (6) for the yM's and using Heineman's [3] work, In (21), as well as later in (27), the * signifies that the zero factor is to be deleted when the product is formed. In (21) this factor corresponds to k = N+p. The symbol En-j.ii represents the (n-j)th elementary symmetric function formed from the arguments wN, wN~l, • ■ • , u~p after to-" has been deleted from the list. For instance Eoß = l, Ei.« -a" +-h <o-"+1 + co-""1 + ■ ■ ■ + w-p, and
If the series in (2) are substituted into (20), each y" becomes the sum of n absolutely convergent series. This sum can however be written as a single series of the form where the function
To verify (23) observe that the sum X)t=i uMk equals p if M is an integral multiple of p, and equals 0 if iki is an integer which is not an integral multiple of p. Thus in effect (23) is the sum of the previously mentioned n series.
To apply the WFNH-theory conveniently the terms in (23) will be regrouped. For this purpose introduce the constants Moreover such series are directly amenable to expansion by the WFNHtheory. This expansion however is postponed to §5 while certain preliminaries are worked out in §4. Furthermore for our purposes in §6 the function C^M), which is a polynomial in powers of coM, must be factored. To do so first consider the situation when n = l, • ■ ■ , P; then it is clear from (24) to see that
Next observe that in the sector -* <arg (w) <0
(3) Throughout this paper F signifies Ford [2] .
exp {-2iriw} " exp { -2wiw/n} " and because of (38) Oi ( 5. An application of the WFNH-theory. The WFNH-theory will now be applied to the functions of type (31) which appear in (30). When the bounds for the reciprocal of a gamma function given by F, pp. 61-62, are used, it is found that, if an e is chosen and xt> is an arbitrarily fixed large negative number, then
for all x >xo and for any y provided that the point w = x-\-iy is at least one unit distant from the negative axis of the w-plane. The constant K depends only upon e and Xo. F's first theorem, p. 5, as modified by his note (c), p. 11, applies to (31); 
where L = l, 2, • ■ • and a is a constant, 0<a<l. Moreover as Z->°° in iï_ uniformly ZL5i(Z, L)->0.
To procure a complete asymptotic representation of F(Z) in iJ_, an expansion for the integral in (45) is needed. To get it note that because of (41) 
when L is sufficiently large, say L=p{n + 2q).
when | arg (Z) | ^mr/2p and \z\ is large, the right member of (47) furnishes an asymptotic expansion for the integral on the left. Wright's [ll ] Theorem 5 guarantees the existence of this constant K. Weight's proofs are given in [9] and [12] .
The existence of the K in (48) ma}' also be based on our Theorem III. This theorem combines F's two theorems, pp. 38 and 48, into a single theorem. Our proof is patterned after F, but due care is taken to show uniform convergence, which is lacking in F's work, for at the bottom of p. 43 F's <r(e) is a function of both e and </>. Substituting the expansions (42), (45), and (47) Also if m is an integer by (29) and (24) í £ Gßhio~k'" -f-Gßßca~"m = pCß{ -m) and
The last member of (51) This result is certainly correct, but not sufficiently precise for our purposes. An asymptotic expansion is needed for y^x) which indicates how rapidly yÂx)~*0 as x~>0°-The determination of such an expansion requires a definite extension of the WFNH-theory.
In the next section this problem is attacked.
6. An integral expression for yn(x) in PF2". In computing an asymptotic expansion for y^ in W^, one of the following four inequalities will specify the extent of W^: If an asymptotic expansion for yß is to be found, it must be derived from the integral in (60). With this objective in mind the integrand will be transformed into a more tractable form.
We need the identity ï^ /its -irk Since co = exp {2iri/p j,
Returning to the integrand of (60) and using (61), (62) The first (3+I) integrals in (70) can be evaluated by using the formula [1] /» x+i°o z-'T(s)ds = e~* X-ita provided (a) x>0, and (b) | arg (2) | <ir/2. In order that in every case stipulation (a) is satisfied for the integrals of (70), L must be sufficiently large relative to q. The choice of L in (54) is amply large for this purpose. For (b) to be satisfied it is necessary that the |arg (Z")| <mr/2p. By referring to (56)- This completes the proof of Theorem I and guaranties that the D¡,/s given in (19) are the Stokes multipliers corresponding to the y"(x) in the w-sector.
8. Uniqueness of Stokes multipliers. A glance at the cosine curves (76) makes it clear that, if we4, «-independent solutions of (1) other than the jv's can be found which will have precisely the same asymptotic expansions Aß(x) in w as the y"'s. For instance such an independent set can be formed by retaining all the jy's except y o and replacing y0 by (yo+yp). Thus in general the Stokes multipliers for the w-sector are not unique.
However by utilizing (73), (74), and (75) and more carefully examining the various cosine graphs (76), a way to reestablish the uniqueness of Stokes multipliers becomes evident. The w-sector is too narrow to give uniqueness. The entire sector W should have been used instead and in place of the functions y,i(x) we should have used a different set of independent solutions, namely the y»(x) which will now be specified. (ß= -N, ■ ■ ■ , P). Moreover it is clear from the cosine graphs that no other linear combination of solutions could have these same asymptotic expansions throughout the W-sector. The Stokes multipliers for the yß's are therefore uniquely determined in W.
To compute the multipliers corresponding to the y/s, substitute the values of y" given in (78) into (6), using the values of the Dj/s given in (19), and find the coefficients of the various y^'s. These coefficients will be the desired Stokes multipliers.
The author was in hopes that these new multipliers would reduce to expressions comparable in simplicity with those for the Dj"'s in (19) ; but he has not succeeded in making appreciable simplifications in the elaborate expressions for the multipliers corresponding to the y/s. Uniqueness has therefore been attained at the expense of simplicity.
9. Two fundamental theorems and a lemma. t|yjLUJ-tan 7+ 2UI Jl-As |y| -»co, (\(p\ -tan_1(|y|/c)) becomes and remains negative for any fixed c6, |c6| <7r/2; therefore the exponential in the last member of (83) is bounded and |3(y)|-K).
Next select a so that the vertical path of integration for (81) passes through s = z and its conjugate s = z. Then holding the two points z and z fixed, deform continuously the portion of the path between z and z into a circular arc with center at the origin s = 0 to get a new path which will facilitate the analysis.
To integrate (81) along this arc set z=pei'1', s=pea, and temporarily restrict <p so that 0^<p<ir/2; then the contribution of this integration to the value of/(z) takes the form The following bounds are needed to estimate the size of /2 and fz on the range 0^cà<7r/2: (85) j 1 ± iue^/pI"1'2 á 1 (p>0, fâO); When -x/2<<p^0, the same conclusion is reached in a similar way by adjusting a few signs and making other minor alterations.
To get the contribution /3(z) to f(z) arising from the integration from (z -too) to z, shift the origin to z by setting s=w+z so that /(*) = e*J;~T(w + z)P{w + z)dw.
Then set z = 2p2e^, w= -2iap, and the contribution /a(z) = f + f 2ix1'V*'2(l -^eiVp)"1/2*i(-2î>+ 2p2<ri*) Proof. In the proof details are omitted when the analysis closely follows F's work, care being taken to get a uniform bound as each estimate is made. The details are given however when the analysis deviates appreciably from F.
The theorem calls for integration along the real axis of the JF-plane. It is advantageous to shift the path of integration; and starting at W = 0 to run first directly out to the point W = z and then to run to the right, parallel to the real axis, out to infinity. This change of path is readily justified by using 
h(z) | < e/8, where © = (l+o-/p)1/2i>(2<rpei*+2p2ei*) and S = q(a/p). An estimate on \h\ is procured in the same way that F treats his K2(p, e) on pp. 57-60 with the where B is an appropriate constant. This bound on 116\ is obviously less than e/8 if p is sufficiently large. There is however a crucial step in making this estimate of | J6| ; we need the inequality 
